4 PILLARS OF EX
REPORT 2021
As a Leader in the people space, you will know that
the employee experience is difficult to pin down,
track, quantify and report. For this reason, we at
Torque have compiled our knowledge, experience,
ideas, as well as current trends and compared them
to our robust methodology (that we’ve spent the
better part of the last year field testing) to produce a
report on the Employee Experience for 2021.
The 4 Pillar Approach puts the employee at the
centre of the experience. It offers verticals to track
the employee’s experience in the organisation and is
a helpful tool to incorporate when planning your next
strategy.

WHAT ARE THE 4 PILLARS?
Conversation
Moving from a broadcast mentality to a 2-way conversational approach,
responding to the business as the pivotal element of success.
Rewards
Don’t always equal cash. Effective rewards can encourage employees to gain the
necessary skills to help them and the organisation grow.
Community
It makes people feel they can bring their whole selves to their work, and
employees want to invest in and further their mission.
Function
A positive employee experience requires using tools to reduce friction from dayto-day work, making it easier for employees to find what they need when they
need it!

The following report highlights the 4 Pillars and unpacks the employee experience
trends in each area, indicating some of the tactics that can be used to engage the
employee more effectively. We have paid special attention to how the employee
experience differs by role in organisation and how to consider the needs of ALL.

CONVERSATION, COMMUNICATION AND
LANGUAGE
Keeping communication frequent, natural, and honest and setting a common
language from leadership throughout the organisation helps build a robust and
inclusive culture. Businesses leading in this space embrace openness and
vulnerability and are learning that communicating – even when the response
reflects the genuine uncertainty of the situation – this way is reaping dividends in
terms of the employee’s experience and engagement levels.

TAKING A NEW VIEW ON REWARDS
Companies that reconsider their view on what is beneficial to the employee leads
to improved engagement and increased productivity. Work flexibility, enhanced
culture, open access to career development are some of the new hygiene factors
we should be paying attention to. Businesses are seeing the value of co-creating
with their employees; opening collaborative and innovative initiatives excite and
delight employees whilst including them in broader strategic business
conversations.

BUILDING COMMUNITY IN NEW SPACES
As work moves into a more remote and hybrid model, businesses still struggle to
keep employees engaged. Companies that are winning in this space are utilising
online tools to build employee communities and making sure to use their data to
tailor this experience at scale.

LEVERAGING FUNCTION THROUGH
TECHNOLOGY
The functional aspect of the employee experience should form the backbone of all
employee strategies. When choosing a digital tool to enhance the experience it is
imperative to place usefulness at the centre of the experience. The chosen tool
can go a long way in addressing accessibility, especially for workers who don’t sit
at a desk. User stories and hallway testing are part of the agile approach that
refines digital solutions to make them incrementally better and drive business
value.

INTRODUCTION
2021 has been a year that has highlighted massive changes from a Human
Experience perspective. From our perspective, an exciting year as a lot of these
conversations is long overdue.
Some of the big topics from this year have included:
The ongoing conversations about hybrid working
Mandatory vaccines
The Great Resignation
Mindfulness and mental health
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion taking centre stage
Digital onboarding and re-onboarding
Fairness: Front-line vs office employees
With these conversations (and plenty of spin-offs) in mind, we have put together
what we hope to be a helpful insight report for 2021. We have put in thoughts and
recommendations in this report under our 4-EX pillar approach, with the specific
lens of looking at the Employee Experience of both the office-based employee,
the hybrid employee, and the front-line employee.
However, what has been established this year is Employee Engagement ratings
have increased slightly for organisations or individuals that have been able to
successfully transition to remote or hybrid working environments but are
significantly down for front-line and critical workers, who need to be physically
present at a place of work.
At Torque, we are driven by our belief that Employee Experience must be
inclusive, so a significant focus of this report is geared towards how you can
make sure that EVERYONE at your organisation has an excellent EX.
We hope you find these points practical and helpful to plan your strategy for
2022 and beyond – as always, we are here to help and work with you to
implement your strategy and make it a huge success.

FIRSTLY, A REFRESHER ON
THE TORQUE FORMULA FOR
A GREAT EX SOLUTION
From a Torque perspective, when an EX system is a success, there is a balance
between all four pillars, so that we are serving the needs of the employee and
allowing them to bring their best self to work and be empowered to do their job to
the best of their ability.
So, what are Torque's 4 EX Pillars again?
Conversation
Reward
Community
Function

THE 4 PILLARS OF GREAT EX SUCCESS

CONVERSATIONS
Employee conversation with the business is key to success!
To promote a good employee experience, you need to provide the tools,
environment, and culture so employees can do their jobs to the best of their
abilities. This starts with excellent communication, so your employees clearly
understand the organisation's vision and goals and their role in its success.
However, we prefer to use the word conversation because it must be two-way
for proper engagement.
The employee's voice can be heard via pulses, surveys and direct messaging,
allowing them to be more involved and share their expertise, insights and ideas.
Current trends in this space:
Shorter, more frequent check-ins with employees
Front-line first – begin communication and engagement based on the needs
of the front-line, rather than seeing them on the receiving end of a top-down
approach
#jargonmustfall – keep comms natural, frequent and straightforward.
Language matters – during the lockdowns, many employees were referred to
as 'essential' We need to always make sure everyone feels valued and
appreciated, not only when the going gets tough.
What should you be thinking about:
Keeping messaging from top leadership about what goals need to be
achieved and how it is being done front and centre, consider a news pulse,
monthly business update or short clips from Townhalls.
What matters to your front-line employees differs from what matters to your
hybrid employees – customise your messaging appropriately.

Pro tip: Segmenting your messaging by roles, divisions and
locations also allow for conversations where they won't further
the divide between the front-line and others.

Imagine you have no option but to go to work. Your risks are higher. Your
options are less, and you're at a higher risk. Reading comms about your
colleagues wearing slippers to work and getting more time with their kids
is unlikely to foster feelings of Inclusion and belonging.

Communicate to your employees based on what they tell you – what matters
to them?
Use your employee data set effectively to target communication and response
channels such as pulses, surveys and feedback mechanisms to the
appropriate employee group. Nothing is more frustrating than scrolling
through messaging that is irrelevant.
Areas that need careful monitoring under this pillar:
Make sure it is a conversation. If you do not give feedback about results and
what you plan to do about it, your engagement will dry up. That is not a
conversation; that is broadcasting. Ie. YOU SPOKE. WE LISTENED. Even if
there isn't an answer yet, that IS an answer for now.
Front-line opinions and recommendations are critical at the moment, as they
are the ones on the ground. Make time to listen and give feedback.
Do not talk “at” people and assume you know their reality - talk to them. Listen
and commit to feeding back (yes, yes Sally, we get you!!!)

TORQUE RECOMMENDATIONS
Checking in with different groups at different frequencies based on areas of
concerns
Shorter, more direct pulses
Making the pulses data free to increase engagement
Offering pulses on multiple channels – app / USSD / Email / Web –
remember, not everyone has a smartphone!
Activate using numerous methods – SMS /Email / Printed aids / Daily standups / WhatsApp groups
Inform leadership tiers of the campaigns and allow them time to get access to
the tools to amplify your messages

REWARDS
Rewards don't necessarily equal cash.
Reward systems serve several purposes in organisations. Understanding who,
what, and when to reward can improve employees' performance. Effective
rewards can encourage employees to gain the necessary skills to help them and
the organisation grow.
There are several essential types:
Extrinsically motivated rewards
Monetary Rewards
Non-Monetary Rewards such as badges or recognition
Performance-Based Rewards
Intrinsically motivated rewards
Access to self-improvement
Access to benefits for family
Content
Fun - if there is no fun, there is burnout
Current trends in this space:
Additional benefits or flexible scheduling to create equity between front-line
and other employees.
Retention bonuses for good performers and those who continued to report for
work
What should you be thinking about:
How are you giving recognition and reward?
Can others see and engage with it?
Are the rewards fair?
Are we keeping programs achievable for all employees?
Considering burnout and uncertainty, are smaller, quicker games more
effective?
Are you providing resources for those that have more responsibilities now?
How are we supporting them? Ie. Help for kids, job openings for a family that
has been retrenched, budgeting tools, home fitness, nutrition guidelines.
Areas that need careful monitoring under this pillar
Keep competitions to a minimum and instead reward collaboration or
behaviours that enhance the culture
Make sure any competition is available to EVERYONE
Keep prizes and terms of competition fair and transparent. Ie. Don't award a
prize that not everyone can use or consider doing many smaller prizes.
Make sure that learning and tools are available to those that want to use
them.

TORQUE RECOMMENDATIONS
Innovation and suggestions programs are a great way to harness the on-theground or new-ways-of-working trends to not only solve business problems
but also provide recognition to employees
Celebrate the impact that front-line workers have on your organisation
Establish a network of champions and advocates
Share stories of impact from your CUSTOMERS to your employees. How did
they change customers’ world for the better?
Create elements of fun

COMMUNITY
Community is the lifeblood of a successful organisation.
It makes people feel they can bring their whole selves to their work, and it makes
employees want to work for and further the company's mission.
Using online tools to build employee communities where everyone can be a
welcome and participating member. By connecting employees beyond the
boundaries of their geographies or departments, a digital community empowers
employees to direct their efforts from the bottom up. It allows them to build
communities of interest, share ideas, solve problems and collaborate in ways that
make sense to them, all while delivering measurable business value.
Of course, there are also the functional elements of community - quickly
identifying who is who, giving recognition and kudos and highlighting specific
functions within the business to increase further knowledge of areas of the
company in a fun way
Current trends in this space:
Communication – using the sharing of stories to bridge divides between frontline, home and office-based employees
Connection – invest in the tools that will allow everyone to have access to the
business
Collaboration
What should you be thinking about:
Allowing people to showcase their role and why they love it
How can we take suggestions on the remote working experience?
Sending messages of appreciation between front-line and other employees
Areas that need careful monitoring under this pillar
Support for those that are remote
Encouraging leaders to be seen in factories, depots and in-store to promote
solidarity
Affinity and support groups for DEI
How to have courageous conversations

TORQUE RECOMMENDATIONS
One-on-one's where the team size allows
Daily stand-ups via comms channels for remote staff
For front-line, rotate the running of meetings, so employees feel trusted and
valued
Sharing stories from all parts of the business allows for more insight into the
PEOPLE that work in all aspects of the company. Those at the front-line may
feel they do the 'real work', so shedding light on the people at the head office
may allow them to connect as people (and vice versa) – everyone can relate
to personal stories.
Tools to allow everyone to unlock their motivation and energy
Tools on how to manage setbacks and difficulties

FUNCTION
As strange as it sounds, some organisations make it difficult for people to
complete their work.
Out of date tools, working in silos, poor communication, and hard-to-find
information can lead to employee frustration and poor productivity.
A positive employee experience requires removing friction from day-to-day work,
and digital technology has a big part to play, making it easier for employees to
find what they need, when they need it!
Without a solid functional element adding day-to-day value to your employees,
any system will be reduced to a campaign rather than a lasting experience!
Current trends in this space:
Reviews of systems and workflows that support the hybrid environment
Inclusivity in respect of different ways of working
What should you be thinking about:
COVID tracking being part of a more extensive EX strategy
Checking in on mental health and automating access to information based on
the needs of the individual
Keeping EAP, health care, and benefits packages front and centre for your
employees (and don't make them have to look for it!)
Are we giving front-line coaching on dealing with angry customers and how
to deal with that emotion? Customers are stressed and taking it out on the
front-line – how do they deal with that?
Areas that need careful monitoring under this pillar
Front-line employees are handling a lot and are at a high risk of burnout.
Reduce the effort they need to perform their jobs by ensuring they have all
the tools and tech they need to do their jobs.
Accessibility, are you considering the needs of ALL your employees?
Constant reinforcement of safe and healthy working environments

TORQUE RECOMMENDATIONS
Tech and tools for everyone must be available and data free
Constantly running update details campaigns to ensure you have all the data
you need and that you can use it if you need it. Think targeted comms during
the riots this year.
Constantly test the UX of any solution/training or campaign with different
employee sets – bias plays a huge role here.

Things have changed multiple times over the last few
years; make sure that policies and thoughts keep that
in mind; these are unchartered waters. If something
isn't working, be open to changing it.

OTHER
THINGS
TO THINK
ABOUT!

Leaders need to be supported and coached to handle
conversations. Front-line workers need to understand
that not everyone can be remote, so exploring ways
to find Equity here will become a keystone to EX
success.
Consider having volunteer feedback groups that are
cross-sections of divisions give feedback on ideas and
employee surveys – create a community of
conversation, intent and impact!

CONCLUSION
Although giving credit to the Employee Experience is still in its early stages, some
businesses have used the upheaval of “business-as-usual” to remodel their
strategy, processes and tools to be more employee-centric. The 4 EX
Methodology offers a helpful guide to consider new business tactics, engagement
tools and mechanisms for employee engagement.
Businesses leading in this space have taken a fundamentally different and more
organic view of the employee as a co-creator in the process. This change of mind
opens up a world of innovation as businesses work with individual contributors to
create meaning, success and value and streak ahead of their competitors.
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